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ABSTRACT:We study the problem of key establishment for secure many-to-many communications. The problem is 
inspired by the proliferation of large-scale distributed file systems supporting parallel access to multiple storage 
devices. Our work focuses on the current Internet standard for such file systems, i.e., parallel Network File System 
(pNFS), which makes use of Kerberos to establish parallel session keys between clients and storage devices. Our 
review of the existing Kerberos-based protocol shows that it has a number of limitations: (i) a metadata server 
facilitating key exchange between the clients and the storage devices has heavy workload that restricts the scalability of 
the protocol; (ii) the protocol does not provide forward secrecy; (iii) the metadata server generates itself all the session 
keys that are used between the clients and storage devices, and this inherently leads to key escrow. In this paper, we 
propose a variety of authenticated key exchange protocols that are designed to address the above issues. We show that 
our protocols are capable of reducing up to approximately 54% of the workload of the metadata server and concurrently 
supporting forward secrecy and escrow-freeness. All this requires only a small fraction of increased computation 
overhead at the client. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In a parallel file system, file data is distributed across multiple storage devices or nodes to allow concurrent access 

by multiple tasks of a parallel application. This is typically used in large-scale cluster computing that focuses on 
highperformance and reliable access to large datasets. That is, higher I/O bandwidth is achieved through concurrent 
access to multiple storage devices within large compute clusters; while data loss is protected through data mirroring 
using fault-tolerant striping algorithms. Some examples of highperformance parallel file systems that are in production 
use are the IBM General Parallel File System (GPFS), Google File System (GoogleFS), Lustre, Parallel Virtual File 
System (PVFS), and Panasas File System; while there also exist research projects on distributed object storage systems 
such as Usra Minor, Ceph, XtreemFS, and Gfarm. These are usually required for advanced scientific or data-intensive 
applications such as, seismic data processing, digital animation studios, computational fluid dynamics, and 
semiconductor manufacturing. In these environments, hundreds or thousands of file system clients share data and 
generate very high aggregate I/O load on the file system.   

Independent of the development of cluster and high performance computing, the emergence of clouds, and the 
MapReduce programming model has resulted in file systems such as the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), 
Amazon S3 File System, and Cloud- Store. This, in turn, has accelerated the wide-spread 
use of distributed and parallel computation on large datasets in many organizations. Some notable users of the HDFS 
include AOL, Apple, eBay, Facebook, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Yahoo!.  

In this work, we investigate the problem of secure manyto- many communications in large-scale network file 
systems that support parallel access to multiple storage devices. That is, we consider a communication model where 
there are a large number of clients (potentially hundreds or thousands) accessing multiple remote and distributed 
storage devices (which also may scale up to hundreds or thousands) in parallel. Particularly, we focus on how to 
exchange key materials and establish parallel secure sessions between the clients and the storage devices in the parallel 
Network File System (pNFS) —the current Internet standard—in an efficient and scalable manner. The development of 
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pNFS is driven by Panasas, Netapp, Sun, EMC, IBM, and UMich/CITI, and thus it shares many common features and 
is compatible with many existing commercial/proprietary network file systems. 
Our primary goal in this work is to design efficient and secure authenticated key exchange protocols that meet specific 
requirements of pNFS. Particularly, we attempt to meet the following desirable properties, which either have not been 
satisfactorily achieved or are not achievable by the current Kerberos-based solution (as described in Section II): 
 
• Scalability – the metadata server facilitating access requests from a client to multiple storage devices should bear as 
little workload as possible such that the server will not become a performance bottleneck, but is capable of supporting a 
very large number of clients; 
 
• Forward secrecy – the protocol should guarantee the security of past session keys when the long-term secret key of a 
client or a storage device is compromised ; and 
 
• Escrow-free – the metadata server should not learn any information about any session key used by the client and the 
storage device, provided there is no collusion among them.  

 
The main results of this paper are three new provably secure authenticated key exchange protocols. Our protocols, 

progressively designed to achieve each of the above properties demonstrate the trade-offs between efficiency and 
security. We show that our protocols can reduce the workload of the metadata server by approximately half compared 
to the current Kerberos-based protocol, while achieving the desired security properties and keeping the computational 
overhead at the clients and the storage devices at a reasonably low level. We define an appropriate security model and 
prove that our protocols are secure in the model. In the next section, we provide some background on pNFS and 
describe its existing security mechanisms associated withsecure communications between clients and distributed 
storage devices. Moreover, we identify the limitations of the current Kerberos-based protocol in pNFS for establishing 
secure channels in parallel. We describe the threat model for pNFS and the existing Kerberos-based protocol. In 
Section IV, we present our protocols that aim to address the current limitations. We then provide formal security 
analyses of our protocols under an appropriate security model, as well as performance evaluation in Sections VI and 
VII, respectively. In Section VIII, we describe related work, and finally inSection IX, we conclude and discuss some 
future work. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
We address the problem with a multiple metadata server(M-MDS) design using standard parallel NFS.Password 

based protocols for AKE are designed to work despite the use of passwords drawn from a space small than a adversary 
might well enumerate offline all passwords.In a broadcast encryption scheme a broadcaster encrypts a message for 
some subsets S users who are listening on a broadcast channel.Describes a new  version o NFS that supports access to 
file larger than 4GB.We present a formalism for the analysis for the key exchange protocols that combines previous 
definitional approaches and results in definition of security. 
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III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

Fault-tolerant striping algorithms. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 
 
A. Methodologies 

It works in a client-server model, in which each domain (also known as realm) is governed by a Key Distribution 
Center (KDC), acting as a server that authenticates and provides ticket-granting services to its users (through their 
respective clients) within the domain. Each user shares a password with its KDC and a  user is authenticated through a 
password-derived symmetric key known only between the user and the KDC. However, one security weakness of such 
an authentication method is that it may be susceptible to an off-line password guessing attack, particularly when a weak 
password is used to derive a key that encrypts a protocol message transmitted between the client and the KDC. 
Furthermore, Kerberos has strict time requirements, implying that the clocks of the involved hosts must be 
synchronized with that of the KDC within configuredlimits.  
 Hence, LIPKEY is used instead to authenticate the clientwith a password and the metadata server with a 
public key certificate, and to establish a secure channel between the client and the server. LIPKEY leverages the 
existing Simple Public- Key Mechanism (SPKM) and is specified as an GSSAPI mechanism layered above SPKM, 
which in turn, allows both unilateral and mutual authentication to be accomplishedwithout the use of secure time-
stamps. Through LIPKEY, analogous to a typical TLS deployment scenario that consists of a client with no public key 
certificate accessing a server with a public key certificate, the client in NFS: 
 

 obtains the metadata server’s certificate; 
 verifies that it was signed by a trusted CertificationAuthority (CA); 
 generates a random session symmetric key; 
 encrypts the session key with the metadata server’s publickey; and 
 sends the encrypted session key to the server. 
 
At this point, the client and the authenticated metadata server have set up a secure channel. The client can then 

provide a user name and a password to the server for user authentication. Single Sign-on. In NFS/pNFS that employs 
Kerberos, each storage device shares a (long-term) symmetric key with the metadata server (which acts as the KDC). 
Kerberos then allows the client to perform single sign-on, such that the client is authenticated once to the KDC for a 
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fixed period of time but may be allowed access to multiple storage devices governed by the KDC within that period. 
This can be summarized in three rounds of communication between the client, the metadata server, and the storage 
devices as follows: 
 

1) the client and the metadata server perform mutual authentication through LIPKEY (as described before), and 
the server issues a ticket-granting ticket (TGT) to the client upon successful authentication; 

 
2) the client forwards the TGT to a ticket-granting server (TGS), typically the same entity as the KDC, in order to 

obtain one or more service tickets (each containing a session key for access to a storage device), and valid 
layouts (each presenting valid access permissions to a storage device according to the ACLs); 
 

3) the client finally presents the service tickets and layouts to the corresponding storage devices to get access to 
the stored data objects or files. 
 

B. Advantages: 
 Finally, in the last augmented game, we can claim that the adversary has no advantage in winning the game 

since a random key is returned to the adversary. 
 Our protocols offer three appealing advantages over the existing Kerberos-based pNFS protocol. 

 
C. Applications: 

 Used in Banking sector 
 Used in Industrial sector 
 Used in various colleges schools where sensational data is considered 
 Used in telecare medical information system 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 
We proposed three authenticated key exchange protocols for parallel network file system (pNFS). Our protocols 

offer three appealing advantages over the existing Kerberos-based pNFS protocol. First, the metadata server executing 
our protocols has much lower workload than that of the Kerberos-based approach. Second, two our protocols provide 
forward secrecy: one is partially forward secure (with respect to multiple sessions within a time period), while the other 
is fully forward secure (with respect to a session). Third, we have designed a protocol which not only provides forward 
secrecy, but is also escrow-free. 
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